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Jinyue yan, editor-in-chief of Applied Energy explains how social media is 
used to build the profile of the journal:

‘We use [LinkedIn] to announce new publications and new conferences and 
discuss issues related to publications in applied energy... this new tool provides  
an efficient and effective way for sharing information amongst the people  
who are interested in applied energy.’

linkedin is used by 65% of the researchers we surveyed who use social media in a professional context. 
respondents wanted to see a variety of content on our linkedin groups:

1. links to interesting new research articles

2. information about events and conference

3.  links to journal editors’ selections of research articles

4. calls for papers

5. discussions set up by elsevier journal editors

as you can see, there is a clear desire for editor involvement in the linkedin groups and we actively 
encourage you to participate. 

ways in which editors can use linkedin

GRoups Join relevant groups (e.g. specific societies, conferences, elsevier and other general subject 
groups). on these, you can: 

•  ask for feedback on ideas you have for special issue topics, to gauge interest from the community

•  post exciting new topical articles published in the journal, to increase usage and citations

•  post on conference groups if you’re hosting an author workshop or having a booth. In our experience, 
this is an effective way of increasing attendance 

•  share calls for papers and journal features with your peers to drive submissions

•  answer queries from the community about the journal

conTacTs add your current and previous colleagues, your contacts at elsevier, fellow society 
members, and new connections you make at conferences. it can facilitate your networking; for example, 
it is a great way to follow up after a conference by sending new contacts an invitation to connect with a 
message. 

sTaTus updaTes Make status updates of news you find interesting, news from the industry, the 
journal, research from other journals, or associations of which you are a member. 

read our recent article in editors’ update for a great overview and useful advice: ‘Making the most of 
social media.’

linKedin
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1. Go to www.linkedin.com

2. Fill in your name, email address and select a password

3. Add your country of residence, postal code, job title and company

4. A  dd your email address if you want to start adding people at this stage. Otherwise, select Skip. 

5. A  t this stage, L m 

6. Y  At this stage, LinkedIn provides you with some text to announce you 
have joined LinkedIn and a URL , which you could post on other social media sites or 
send people in email 

7.  Select whether you want to have the Basic free account or the premium paid account. LinkedIn lists all 

8. T  hen you ha The next section of this guide, Tips for editors

BE COMPREHENSIVE A
of who you are.

PHOTO Include a photo; this makes it easier for people to recognize and connect with you online  
and at events.

DESCRIPTION Referencing the jour
 As it will be 

picked up by search engines, it may also build your visibility amongst people searching for the journal.

KEYWORDS We also recommend including keywords from y
search engine optimize (SEO .

SKILLS AND EXPERTISE LinkedIn has a functionality that enables your connections to choose 
whether to endorse you for skills and expertise with a single click. Endorsements are a way of adding 

LinkedIn chooses which skills and expertise to suggest based on the content of 
y this functionality.

EDUCATION Include . 

EXTRA INFO LinkedI e sections for supplementary information such as Projects, 
Publications, Organizations, Honors & Awards, Patents, etc. This provides an excellent framework for 

 All of the sections are optional.

LINKEDIN URL Customize your URL with your name. This helps SEO, and looks better on your CV or 
in your email signature. Find out how.

HYPERLINKS Strong links strengthen SEO, and you can add a hyperlink to the description in your 

on www.elsevier.com




